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LONGEST RUNNING X-FILES VIRTUAL SERIES SET TO RETURN WITH SEASON 11
“Fox & Rat” Virtual Series Aims To Deliver More Adventures After A Eight Year Hiatus

It’s been a little over seven years since the “Fox & Rat” Virtual Series season ten finale, and writers
Cassie and Kristi are set to bring the world of “Fox & Rat” back to its readers. With reboots and revivals
being the current rage on both the small and big screens, "Fox & Rat" will be back Saturdays beginning on
2 September 2017, and is expected to end with a cliffhanger on Saturday, 3 February 2018.
A third "Fox & Rat" movie is set to air in four parts, each premiering on its own the last four weeks of
June 2018. As we approach that time, more information will become available.
Co-creator Cassie, and one of the only two writers of the series, said of the upcoming eleventh season and
third movie, "what I can tell you is that season eleven will take readers on a journey through the past and
present of "Fox & Rat," starting at the beginning of the characters' stories, culminating in the ultimate end for
the series," adding that, "many ideas and themes that we never got the chance to touch on in our initial ten
seasons will take place."
With alien colonization concluded during the tenth season of "Fox & Rat," the eleventh season aims to delve
even more into the personal lives of its characters by exploring their past, present, and future.
The eleventh season features John Doggett, Alex Krycek, Fox Mulder, and Dana Scully as the primary main
characters. There will also be guest starring appearances by Marita Covarrubias, Shannon McMahon,
Monica Reyes, Knowle Rohrer, Charles Scully, and Walter Skinner. "Fox & Rat" will be introducing its
readers to a special guest star (you met during the original "The X-Files" 2016 Revival), Kyd Miller.
Attached to this press release are promotional materials to help you promote “Fox & Rat” Season 11 on your
websites. They are attached to the e-mail in zip format. We will send out the third movie materials as soon
as they are available.
"Fox & Rat" Virtual Series follows the friendly and rivalrous adventures of Fox Mulder, Alex Krycek, and all
their Super Buddies. Whether by ground, by sea, or air there's always much fun (and drama) to be had.
It is important to understand that the world of “Fox & Rat” is – in fanfic terms – an AU (Alternate Universe).
Characterizations and relationships differ from that you know from Chris Carter’s television series, and
movies, “The X-Files.”
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If you would like more information regarding this release or to schedule an interview with Cassie and Kristi,
please e-mail Cassie and Kristi at: foxandratvs@gmail.com
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